A utomatic feedback control systems have been known and used for more than 2000 years; some of the earliest examples are water clocks described by Vitruvius and attributed to Ktesi bios (circa 270 B.C.). Some three hundred years later, Heron of Alexandria described a range of automata which employed a variety of feedback mechanisms. The word "feedback" is a 20th century neologism introduced in the 1920s by radio engineers to describe parasitic, positive feeding back of the signal from the output of an amplifier to the input circuit. It has entered into common usage in the English-speaking world during the latter half of the century.
This article is concerned with the first three of the above; other articles in this issue deal with the more recent pcriod.
Early Control: To 1900
Knowledge of the control systems of the Hellenic period was preserved within the Islamic culture that was rediscovered in the West toward the end of the Renaissance. New inventions and applications of old principles began to appear during the 18th century-for example, Rene-Antoine Ferchault de Reamur (1683-1757) proposed several automatic devices for controlling the tem perature of incubators. These were based on an invention of Cornelius Drebbel (1572-1663). The temperature was measured by the expansion of a liquid held in a vessel connected to aU-tube containing mercury. A float in the mercury operated an ann which, through a mechanical linkage, controlled the draf t to a fumace and hence the rate of combustion and heat output. Improved tempera ture control systems were devised by Bonnemain (circa 1743-1828), who based his sensor and actuator on the differential expansion of different metals. During the 19th century an exten sive range of thermostatic devices were invented, manufactured, and sold. These devices were, predominantly, direct-acting con trollers; that is, the power required to operate the control actuator was drawn from the measuring system.
The most significant control development during the 18th century was the steam engine governor. The origins of this device lie in the lift-tenter mechanism which was used to control the gap between the grinding-stones in both wind and water mills. Mat thew Boulton (1728-1809) desclibed the lift-tenter in a letter (dated May 28,1788) to his partner, James Watt (1736-1819), who realized it could be adapted to govcrn thc speed of the rotary steam engine. The first design was produced in November 1788, and a governor was first used early in 1789. The original Watt governor had several disadvantages: it provided only propor tional control and hence exact control of speed at only one operating condition (this led to comments that it was "a modera tor, not a controller") ; it could operate only over a small speed range; and it required careful maintenance.
The first 70 years of the 19th century saw extensive efforts to improve on the Watt governor, aud thousands of governor patents were granted throughout the world. Many were for mechanisms designed to avoid the offset inherent in the Watt governor.
Typical of such mechanisms were the governors patented by
William Siemens (1823-1883) in 1846 and 1853, which substi tuted integral action for proportional action and hence produced "floating" controllers with no fixed set point. Practical improve ments came with the loaded governor of Charles T. Porter (1858): his governor could be run at much higher speeds, and hence greater forces could be developed to operate an actuator. A little later Thomas Pickering (1862) and William Hartnell (1872) invented spring-loaded governors, which also operated at higher speeds than the Watt governor and which had the added advan tage of smaller physical size than the Watt and Porter governors.
From the early years of the 19th century there were reports of problems caused by governors "hunting," and attempts to ana lyze thc governor mechanism to determine the conditions for stable (non-hunting) operation were made. IV Poncelet (1788-1867) in 1826 and 1836, and G.B. Airy (1801-1892) in 1840 and 1851 produced papers that showed how dynamic motion of the governor could be described using differential equations, but both met difficulties when they attempted to determine the conditions for stable behavior. Airy, in 1851, stated the condi tions for stable operation, but his report is so terse that it is not possible to determine how hc arrived at thcse conditions. In 1868, James Clerk Maxwell (1831-1879) published his now-famous paper entitled "On Governors." In it he described how to derive the linear differential equations for various governor mecha nisms. At this time mathematicians and physiCists knew that the
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The Pre-Classical Period The early years of the 20th century saw the rapid and widespread application of feedback controllers for voltage, current, and frequency regnlation; boiler control for steam generation; electric motor speed control; ship and aircraft steering and auto stabilization: and temperature, pressure, and flow control in the process industries. In the twenty years between 1909 and 1929, sales of instruments grew rapidly as Fig. 1 shows. The majority of the instruments sold were measuring, indicating, and recording devices, but toward the end of the period the sales of controllers began to increase. The range of devices designed, built, and manufactured was large; however, most were designed without any clear understanding of the dynamics buth of the system to be controlled and of the measuring and actuating devices used for control. The majority of the applications were concerned with simple regulation, and in such cases this lack of understanding was not a serious problem. However, there were some complex mechanisms involving complicated control laws being developed-for example, the automatic ship-steering mechanism devised by Elmer Sperry (1911) that incorporated PID control and automatic gain adjustment to cOIIlpensate for the disturbances caused when the sea conditions changed. Another exampJe is the electricity supply companies concerned about achieving economic operation of steam-generating boilers.
Boiler control is of course a multivariable problem in that both water level and steam pressure have to be controlled, and for efficient combustion the draught to the boiler has also to be controlled. During the 1920s several instrument companies develop complete hoiler coutrol systems.
As control devices and systems hegan to be used in IIlany different areas of engineering, two major problems became apparent: (I) there was a lack of theoretical understanding with although valve overlap that resulted in dead space and stiction were problcms that had to be overcome. Howevcr, there was an impasse with respect to amplifiers for electronic and pneumatic systems. As early as 1920 the amplification problem was proving a serious obstacle to the further development of long-distance telephony. Improvements in cable design and the use of imped ance loading had extended the distance over which telephone transmissions could take place without amplification. yet the transcontinental service in the U.S. was dependent on amplifica tion. Telephone repeaters based on electronic amplification of the sign al were used around 1920, but the distortion they intro duced limited the number that could be used in series. Expansion of traffic on the network was also causing problems since it The other major development to emerge from the fire control work during thc war was the study of stochastic systems: Norbert Wiener (1894 Wiener ( -1964 wished to contribute to the war effort and proposed tackling the problem of predicting the future position of an aircraft. His proposal was based on the work he had done in the 1920s on generalized harmonic analysis (Wiener, 1931) .
He worked with John Bigelow on implemcnting his prediction system, and they succeeded in developing an electronic system for prediction. Wiener was disappointed that in the end his system was only able to achieve a marginal improvemcnt (less than 10%) over the system developed empirically by the Bell In the latter part of the 1950s Bellman began working on optimal control theory, at first using the caleulus of variations but later, because of the boundary value problem inherent in the calculus of variations approach, seeking to formulate determi nistic optimization problems in a way in which they could be solved by using dynamic programming. His insight was to scc that by applying a particular control policy tIle system wonld There was a rapid realization that the powerful optimal con trol methods could not be used on general industrial problems because accurate plant models were not available and in many cases not achicvable. As Karl Astrom and P. Eykotl, writing in 1971, remarked, a s1rength of the classical frequency response approach is its "very powerful technique for systems identifica tion, i.c., frequcncy analysis" through which transfer functions can be found accurately for use in the synthesis technique. In modern control the models used are "parametric models in terms of state equations," and this has led to interest in parameter estimation and related techniques. Central to this debate were issues that many of the engineers and administrators involved in control system work during the war had anticipated-control systems had moved beyond feed back amplifiers and single-loop servomechanisms and had be come concerned with large-scale, complex systems. Gordon James, H.J., Nichols, N.B., Phillips, R.S . . Th eory of Servo mechanisms Oppelt, W., Grundgesetze der Regelunr;
